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1. Introduction. 
As it is well known, BCK and BCI-algebras are two classes of algebras of logic. They were introduced by Imai and Iseki 
[9,10,11] and have been extensively investigated by many researchers. It is known that the class of BCK-algebras is a 
proper sub class of the BCI-algebras.The class of all BCK-algebras is a quasivariety. Is´eki posed an interesting problem 
(solved by Wro´nski [19]) whether the class of BCK-algebras is a variety. In connection with this problem, Komori [14] 
introduced a notion of BCC-algebras, and Dudek [6] redefined the notion of BCC-algebras by using a dual form of the 
ordinary definition in the sense of Komori. Dudek and Zhang [7] introduced a new notion of ideals in BCC-algebras and 
described connections between such ideals and congruences . C.Prabpayak and U.Leerawat ( [17 ], [18 ]) introduced a 
new algebraic structure which is called KU - algebra . They gave the concept of homomorphisms of KU- algebras and 
investigated some related properties. Several authors [2,3 ,4 ,5,8,13] have studied derivations in rings and near rings. Jun 
and Xin [12] applied the notion of derivations in ring and near-ring theory to BCI-algebras, and they also introduced a new 
concept called a regular derivation in BCI -algebras. They investigated some of its properties, defined a d -derivation ideal 
and gave conditions for an ideal to be d-derivation. Later, Hamza and Al-Shehri [1], defined a left derivation in BCI-
algebras and investigated a regular left derivation. Zhan and Liu [20 ] studied f-derivations in BCI-algebras and proved 
some results.  G. Muhiuddin and Al-roqi [ 15 , 16] introduced the notion of ),(  -derivation in a BCI-algebra and 
investigated related properties. They provided a condition for a ),(  -  derivation to be regular. They also introduced 
the concepts of a ),( d - invariant ),(   -derivation and α-ideal, and then they investigated their relations. 
Furthermore, they obtained some results on regular   ),(   - derivations. Moreover, they studied the notion of t-
derivations on BCI-algebras and obtained some of its related properties. Further, they characterized the notion of p-
semisimple BCI-algebra X by using the notion of t-derivation. In this paper we introduce the notions of  ),( r  or( ),( r ) -
derivation and t-derivation of a KU-algebra and some related properties are explored. 
2. Preliminaries. 
In this section, we recall some basic definitions and results that are needed for our work. 
Definition 2.1. [ 17]. Let X be a set with a binary operation   and a constant 0.  
 ( 0,,X   ) is called KU-algebra if the following axioms hold : Xzyx  ,, :                  
0)]()[()()1  zxzyyxKU 
00)2 xKU 
xxKU 0)3 
yximpliesxyyxifKU  0)4  
Define a binary relation  by : 0 xyyx , we can prove that ),( X  setorderedpartiallyais . 
By the binary relation , we can write the previous axioms in another form as follows: 
   
 
 
 
 
 
yxxyandyxifKU
xyyxKU
xKU
yxzxzyKU




\
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\
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\
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)()()(
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 Example 2.2. Let X = { 4,3,2,1,0 } be a set in which the operation  is defined as follows.: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using the algorithms in Appendix A, we can prove that (X, *, 0) is a KU-algebra 
Corollary 2.3 [ 18 ]. In KU-algebra the following identities are true for all Xzyx ,, : 
(i) 0 zz    
(ii) 0)(  zxz     
(iii) If zxzythatimpliesyx   
(v) )()( xzyxyz   
(vi) 0])[(  xxyy  
Definition 2.4 [17 ]. A subset S of KU-algebra X is called sub algebra of X if Syx  , whenever Syx ,  
Definition 2.5 [17,18 ]. Anon empty subset A  of KU-algebra X is called  ideal of X if it is satisfied the following 
conditions: 
(i) A0  
(ii) XzyAzimpliesAyAzy  ,,  
Definition 2.6 . For elements x  and y  of KU-algebra ( 0,,X  ), we denote yyxyx  )( . 
Proposition .2.7.  Let ( 0,,X  ) be a KU-algebra then the following identities are true for all Xzyx ,, : 
(i) zyzxyx  )()(  
(ii) yzxzthenyxIf   
(iii) )()()( yzxzyxz   
(v) yxyx ,   
Proof. Since 
   )(1.2)(3.2 1
0)]()[()()]()[()(
KUdefinitionandvcorollaryFrom
zxzyyxzxyxzy    . 
Then zyzxyx  )()( .  
 
(ii) Since 
   (i) 2.7 npropositio from
)()( xyxzyz  , then we have    
   0
0)()(


xyyx
xzyz  
  0 1 2 3 4 
0 0 1 2 3 4 
1 0 0 2 3 4 
2 0 1 0 3 3 
3 0 0 2 0 2 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
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      But 
   2 2.1 definition (from
)()(0
lKU
xzyz   , hence 
   4 2.1 definition from
0)()(
lKU
xzyz   , and  therefore   
         yzxz  . 
 (iii) Since  )]([)]()[( yxzyzxz  = 
               = 0)()]([)]()[(
(ii)) 2.3corollary  and )) ( 2. definition from(v) 2.3corollary  from 1


lKU
xzxyzxyzxz  .    
   Then )]([)]()[( yxzyzxz   0 .We have  0 
    )2.1( definition from 2
)]([)]()[(
lKU
yxzyzxz   , hence 
)]([)]()[( yxzyzxz  =0. Therefore  )()()( yzxzyxz  .  
(v) Since )()(])[( yxyxyyxx   ( from corollary 2.3 (v)) 
                                         =0  . Then xyyx  )( . i.e xyx   
Since )()(])[( yyyxyyxy   (from corollary 2.3 (v)) 
                                          = 00)(  yx  . Then yyx  . 
Proposition 2.8 .  Let Abe an ideal of KU-algebra X . Then A  is sub algebra of X  
Proof . Let Ayx , and Ayxy  )( . Since A is ideal of  X and Ay  ,then Ayx   .Therefore A  is 
KU-sub algebra of X . 
3. The derivations on KU-algebra. 
Throughout this article, X will denote a KU-algebra unless otherwise mentioned. 
 Definition 3.1. Let X  be a KU-algebra. A map XXd :   is a left –right derivation (briefly, ),( r -derivation) of 
X if it satisfies the identity  
                            ))(())(()( ydxyxdyxd  Xyx  ,  
 If d satisfies the identity  
                       ))(())(()( yxdydxyxd  Xyx  ,  
then d is a right-left derivation (briefly, ),( r -derivation) of X . Moreover, if d  is both 
dthenderivationrandr ),(),(  is called a derivation of X  .   
Definition 3.2. A derivation of KU-algebra is said to be regular if 0)0( d . 
Lemma 3.3. A derivation d  of KU-algebra X is regular. 
Proof. If  d  is ),( r - derivation of X , ))0(()0)(()0()0( dxxdxdd    
                                                       = ))0((0 dx    (  from definition 2.1 ( 2KU )) 
                                                      = ))0(())]0((0[ dxdx   
                                                       =
   (i). 2.3corollary  from),(KU 2.1 definition from 3
))0(())0(( dxdx  =0 .                                                       
If d  is ),( r -derivation of X , )0)(())0(()0(  xddxd  
                                                          = 0))0(( dx ( Definition 2.1 ( 2KU )) 
                                                          = 0000]0))0([( dx . 
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Example 3.4. Let X = { 4.3,2,1,0 } be a set in which the operation   is defined as follows: 
  0  1  2  3  4  
0  0  1  2  3  4  
1  0  0  2  2  4  
2  0  0  0  1  4  
3  0  0  0  0  4  
4  0  1  1  1  0  
 
Using the algorithms in Appendix A, we can prove that (X, *, 0) is a KU-algebra.  Define a map XXd : by  









44
3,2,1,00
)(
xif
xif
xd   
Then it is easy to show  that d  is both a ),( r  and ),( r -derivation of X . 
Proposition 3.5. Let d  be a self map of KU-algebra X , then  
(I) if d  is ),( r -derivation of X , then )()( xdxxd  Xx . 
(II) If d  is ),( r -derivation of X , then  xxdxd  )()( Xx . 
Proof. 
(I) Let d  is ),( r  - derivation of X then,  
   )0()( xdxd     = ))(0())0(( xdxd    = )()()0( xdxxdx   
      (II)If  d  is ),( r -derivation of X  then , 
     )0()( xdxd   =  )0()())0(())(0( xxdxdxd xxd )( . 
Proposition 3.6. Let X  be a KU-algebra with partial order , and let d  be a derivation of X . Then the following    
hold Xyx  ,  : 
(i) xxd )( . 
(ii) yxdyxd  )()( . 
(iii) )()( ydxyxd  . 
(v) 0))((  xdxd . 
(vi) }0)(|{)0(1  xdXxd is a  sub algebra of X . 
Proof. (i)Since 0)))((()(
2.3(ii)corollary  3.5(II), nPropositio

  
xxxdxxdx , we have xxd )( . 
(ii) Since   . 0))(())(())()())(
derivation),(

       r
ydxyxdyxdyxdyxd Similarly, if ),( risd  derivation 
on X , then yxdyxd  )()(  
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(iii) If )),((),( rorrisd  derivation on X  we can prove 0)())((  yxdydx and hence 
)()( ydxyxd  . 
(v) If d is ),( r  -derivation of X , then ))((())()(())(( xddxxdxdxdxd   
                                                                        = ))(((0 xddx  =0 (Corollary 2.3 (i)) 
If d  is ),( r  -derivation of X ,then ))()(())((())(( xdxdxddxxdxd   
                                                                        = 0)))(((  xddx  =0 . 
  Therefore 0))((  xdxd                                                                         
(vi) Since d is regular, we have  )0(1d  .Let 0)()(),0(, 1   ydxdthendyx ,  
 
We get 
)0(1 dyx .
Hence )0(1d  is KU-sub algebra of X .  
Definition 3.7 .Let d  a derivation of KU-algebra X . An ideal  A of  X  is said to be d-invariant if AAd )(  , 
where },)({)( AxxdAd  . 
Proposition 3.8. Let X  be a  KU-algebra. Then 
(i)If yxdthenyx  )(,  
(ii)If 0))()((,  zxzydthenxy  
(iii)If I  is an ideal of X , then every ideal I of X  is d-invariant .  
i.e IId )( where },)({)( IxxdId  . 
Proof.  (i) Let yx   , then (from corollary 2.3(iii))  we have )()( xdxxdy  .   
Since 
   2.1 definition from
)(0 xdy    , 
  (i) 3.6 nPropositio
0)(  xdy     , we have 
 4
0)(
KU
xdy    . Hence  yxd )( . 
                               
(ii) Since 
   2.1 definition from
)()( yxzxzy  , we have 
   (i) 3.8 on Propositifrom
))()(( yxzxzyd  , hence 
                       
        
   xy
zxzyd

 0))()((   , but   
   ) KU( 2.1 definition from
\
2
)()((0 zxzyd  .   We have   
           0))()((  zxzyd                               
 
     (iii) Let )(Idy such that )(xdy  for some Ix  . Since I  is an ideal of X , xxd )(   ,    
IxandIxdx  0)(  . Then Iy   , which implies that IId )( .   Therefore  the ideal I  is d-invariant.     
 Remark3.9. Let X be a KU-algebra ,then in general )()()( zxyxzyx   Xzyx  ,, . 
Proof: Since in example 3.4 if 3,1,4  zyx .Then, )()()( zxyxzyx  . 
 
.0)0(0)0()0())(())(()(  yyyyxyxdydxyxd
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Lemma3.10. let X be a KU-algebra and let if d  is ),( r -derivation of X . 
Then )()()( ydxdyxd   . 
Proof. Since )())()(( yxdydxd  = )])(())([())()(( yxdydxydxd   
                 = )])(()))(()([(())()(( yxdyxdydxydxd   
               )])(())()([()])(())([( yxdydxdyxdydx   Corollary 2.3 (v) 
                ))(())()(( ydxydxd  0)(  xdx   ( ( 1lKU ),Proposition 3.6 ( i )). 
 But )())()((0 yxdydxd   , then 0)())()((  yxdydxd , which implies that   
)()()( ydxdyxd  . 
Theorem 3.11.  Let X  be a KU-algebra and d  be a derivation of X . if )ker(dy  and Xx , then 
)ker(dyx   
Proof .Since ))()(())(())(()( ydyxyyxdyyxdyxd   
                                      = )0)(())((  yxyyxd   = 0  , then )ker(dyx  . 
Definition 3.12 . Let X  be a KU-algebra and d  be a derivation of X . 
  Denote  })(:{)( xxdXxXFixd  . 
Proposition  3.13. Let X  be a KU-algebra and d  be a derivation of X .Then  )(XFixd is a sub 
algebra of X . 
Proof . Let )(, XFixyx d ,we get yydxxd  )(,)(  , and so 
)()()())(())(()( yxyxyxydxyxdyxd  . Hence )(XFixyx d . 
Proposition  3.14. Let X  be a KU-algebra and d  be a derivation of X .  
If  )(, XFixyx d , then ).(XFixyx d   
Proof. Let )(, XFixyx d , we get yydxxd  )(,)( . From Proposition 3.14 we have yxyxd  )( and 
hence ))()(())(())(()( ydyxyyxdyyxdyxd   
                                         = ))(())(( yyxyyx   
                                         = yxyyx  )( . Therefore ).(XFixyx d  
Proposition 3.15. Let X be a KU-algebra. Then ,)))....))(((...(( 121 Nnxxdddd nn  where 
nddd ,........., 21 are derivations of X . 
Proof.For 1n . xxdxxdxdxdxd  )())(0())0(()0()( 11 . 
Let Nn and assume that .)))....))(((...(( 121 xxdddd nn   For simplicity, 
Let nD )))....)).(((...(( 121 xdddd nn  . Then )0()( 11 nnnn DdDd    
                                                                                    = ))(0())0(( 11 nnnn DdDd    
                                                                                    = xDDdD nnnn   )(1  . 
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4. t-Derivations ON KU-ALGEBRAS. 
The following definitions introduces the notion of t -derivation of KU-algebra X . 
Definition 4.1. Let X be a KU-algebra. Then for any Xt , we define a self map XXd t : by 
Xxxtxd t )( . 
Definition 4.2. Let X  be a KU-algebra. Then for any Xt , a self map XXd t : is called a 
),( lrt  ),( r -derivation of X if it satisfies the        condition Xyxydxyxdyxd ttt  ,))(())(()(   
Definition 4.3.Let X  be a KU-algebra. Then for any  Xt , a self map XXd t : is called a t- ),( r  - 
derivation of X if it satisfies the condition  
Xyxyxdydxyxd ttt  ,))(())(()( . 
Definition 4.4. Let X  be a KU-algebra. Then for any  Xt , a self map XXd t : is called a t -derivation on 
X if td  is both a  ),( rt  or ),( lrt  derivation on X . 
Example 4.5. Consider the KU-algebra ( 0,,X ) in example ( 3.4). Define the mapping  td  as follows: When 
.)(,0 Xxxxdt t   
When .4)4(,2)3()2(,0)1()0(,1  ttttt dddddt  
When 4)4(,1)3(,0)2()1()0(,2 (  tttt dddddt . 
When .4)4(,0)3()2()1()0(,3  ttttt dddddt  
When 4t , .1)3()2()1(,0)4()0(  ttttt ddddd  
,Xt td  is a t -derivation of X . 
Remark  4.6. In a KU- algebra , Xyxyyxyx  ,)( . By using Corollary 2.7(vi) , if td  is a 
),( rt  derivation of X , then .)()( yxdyxd tt   
Remark  4.7. We observe that by using Corollary 2.7(vi)  , if td  is a ),( rt  derivation of 
X , then ).()( ydxyxd tt   
Definition 4.8. A self map td  on KU- algebra X  is said to be t regular if .0)0( td  
Corollary 4.9. t Derivation on KU-algebras is t  regular . 
Proof. If td  is a ),( rt  derivation on X . Then 
.0))0((0))0(()0)(()0()0(  ttttt dxdxxdxdd  
  Similarly, if  td  is a ),( rt   derivation on X , then  0)0( td . 
Proposition 4.10. 
(I) If td  is ),( rt   derivation of X . Then   .)()( Xxxxdxd tt   
(II) If td  is ),( rt   derivation of X . Then .)()( Xxxdxxd tt   
 Proof. 
(I) Let  td  is ),( rt   derivation on X . Then  
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                    ))0(())(0()0()( xdxdxdxd tttt   
                           =  )0()( xxdt      as td  is t-regular  
                            = .)( xxd t    
(II) Let 
td  is ),( rt  derivation on X . Then it is easily to prove that  .)()( Xxxdxxd tt   
Proposition 4.11. Let 
td  is t derivation of KU-algebra X  . Then the following holds: 
If yx   implies .,)()( Xyxxdxd tt  Then we call td  an isotone derivation  
Proof.  Since  yx  ,( from corollary 2.7(ii)), we have ytxt  , therefore   
             .)()( ydxd tt   
Definition 4.12. Let X  be a KU-algebra and Xa . Define a function on X by  
.)( Xxxaxda  Then we can see that ad is a derivation on X . We refer to such derivations as principle . 
Proposition 4.13. Every principle derivation of X is an isotone derivation of X . 
Proof. Let ad  be a principle derivation of X . For any Xyx ,  and yx  we have yaxa   ,  
hence )()( ydxd aa  . 
Theorem 4.14. Let X  be KU-algebra and td  be a t-derivation on X . If  yx   
, )()()( ydxdyxd ttt  .Then Xyxxdydxd ttt  ,)()()( . 
Proof. 
 
                      
Lemma 4.15. Let X be a KU-algebra , if td  is ),( rt  derivation of X , 
                      then )()()( ydxdyxd ttt  . 
Proof. Since )())()(( yxdydxd ttt  = )])(())([())()(( yxdydxydxd tttt   
                             )])(()))(())([(())()(( yxdyxdydxydxd ttttt   
.0)()(())()(()])(())()([()])(())([(
) ( 2.1 definition From(v) 2.3corollary  from
 xdxydxydxdyxdydxdyxdydx t
KU
tttttttt
l
    
 
So  we have )())()(( yxdydxd ttt  = .0  Therefore )()()( ydxdyxd ttt  . 
Theorem 4.16.Let X  be KU-algebra and td  be a t-derivation on X . Then the following hold : 
(I) .)( xxdt   
(II) )()( ydxyxd tt  . 
(III) .)()( yxdyxd tt   
).()()())()(()()())(()0()(
0
xdydxdxdydxdxydxxydxdxd ttttttt
xyyx
ttt 
 
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(IV) )ker( td ={ }0)(:  xdXx t is a sub algebra of X  . 
Proof. 
(I) Since )]([)( xdxxxdx tt      from proposition 4.10 (II)  
                                                 = 0))(())(()]())([(
(i) 2.3Corollary  from

  
xdxxdxxdxdxx tttt . 
                                               Therefore     .)( xxdt                                                
(II) If 
td  is a ),( rt  derivation on X . Then    
                         )())(( yxdydx tt  =  ))(( ydx t ))](())([( ydxyxd tt   
                           =
   2.3(ii).corollary  from
)](()))(())([(())(( ydxydxyxdydx tttt  =0. 
                         Therefore )()( ydxyxd tt  . 
                      If td  is a ),( rt  derivation on X .Then it is easily to prove that    
                       )())(( yxdydx tt  =0. Then )()( ydxyxd tt  . 
 
(III) If td  is a ),( rt  derivation on X ,we have 
)())(( yxdyxd t  = )])(())([())(( yxdydxyxd ttt   
                                 = 0)])(()))(())([(())((
2.3(ii)corollary  from

  
yxdyxdydxyxd tttt , 
            then  .)()( yxdyxd tt   
If td  is a ),( rt  derivation on X .Then it is easily to prove that )())(( yxdyxd t  =0 and hence 
.)()( yxdyxd tt   
 
(IV) Since td  is t regular, 0)0( td and 0  )( tdKer , which implies that )( tdKer  is a non-empty 
set. Let yx,  )( tdKer , we have .0)()(  ydxd tt Now 
0)0()0())(())(()(  xyydxyxdyxd ttt . 
Then 0)(  yxdt and therefore  )( yx  )( tdKer , which implies that )( tdKer  is a sub-algebra of X . 
Definition 4.17. Let X  be a KU-algebra and let ,td \td  be two self maps of X . Then we define  td  \td : 
XX   by ( td  \td )( )x  td ( \td ( ))x    .Xx  
Proposition 4.18.Let X  be a KU-algebra and let ,td \td  be a ),( rt  derivations  
                         of X . Then  ( td  \td ) is a ),( rt  derivation of X . 
Proof. Let X  be a KU-algebra and let ,td \td  be a ),( rt  derivations of X . Then Xyx  , . We have  
( td  \td )( )yx  = td ( \td ( )yx  ) 
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                            td ( \td (x) )y      ( \td  is a ),( rt  derivation of X ) 
                            ( td ( \td ( x ))) y  ( \td  is a ),( rt  derivation of X ) 
                             (
td  \td )( )x y  
Then 
td  \td ( )yx   ( td  \td )( )x y , therefore ( td  \td ) is a ),( rt  derivation of X . 
Proposition 4.19. Let X  be a KU-algebra and let ,td \td  be a ),( rt  derivation of X . Then ( td  \td ) is 
also a ),( rt  derivation of X . 
Proof. Let X  be a KU-algebra and let ,td \td  be a ),( rt  derivation of X . Then Xyx  ,  We have 
(
td  \td )( )yx  = td ( \td ( )yx  ) 
                            (( xd t \td ( y ))    (since \td  is a ),( rt  derivation of X ) 
                          ( (x td ( \td ( )y )    (since \td  is a ),( rt  derivation of X ) 
 ( x td  \td )( )y  
Then td  \td ( )yx   x ( td  \td ) ( )y . Therefor ( td  \td ) is a ),( rt  derivation of X . 
Theorem 4.20. Let X  be a KU-algebra and let td , \td  be t derivation of X . Then ( td  \td ) is also t  
derivation of X . 
Proof. Clear 
Lemma 4.21. Let X  be a KU-algebra and let td  be t derivation of X . Then  
)(xd td ( x )= ))(( xxdd t  . 
Proof . Since )(xd td ( x )= )(xd ( )( xt    
                                 =
 2.3(v)corollary  from
))(( xxdt   =  ))(( xxddt  .   
Lemma 4.22. Let X  be a KU-algebra . Then )()( xdxdt t   
Proof .  from proposition 3.6(i) , xxd )(  and by using proposition 2.7(ii), we get 
                            xtxdt  )(   
that is                  )()( xdxdt t . 
Conclusion.  
Derivation is a very interesting and important area of research in the theory of algebraic structures in mathematics. In the 
present paper, The notion of  ),( r  ( or ),( r )  -derivations and t-derivation of a KU-algebra are introduced and 
investigated the useful properties of these types derivations in KU-algebras.  
In our opinion, these definitions and main results can be similarly extended to some other algebraic systems such as BCH-
algebra -Hilbert algebra -BF-algebra -J-algebra -WS-algebra -CI-algebra- SU-algebra -BCL-algebra -BP-algebra -Coxeter 
algebra -BO-algebra and so forth. 
The main purpose of our future work is to investigate the fuzzy derivations ideals in KU-algebras, which may have a lot of 
applications in different branches of theoretical physics and computer science. 
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Appendix A.  
Algorithm for KU-algebras  
Input ( :X set, : binary operation) 
Output (“ X is a KU-algebra or not”) 
Begin 
If X  then go to (1.); 
EndIf 
If X0  then go to (1.); 
EndIf 
Stop: =false; 
1:i ; 
While Xi   and not (Stop) do 
If 0 ii xx  then 
Stop: = true; 
EndIf 
1:j  
While Xj   and not (Stop) do 
If 0))((  iij xxy  then  
Stop: = true; 
EndIf 
EndIf 
1:k  
While Xk   and not (Stop) do 
If 0))()(()(  kikjji zxzyyx  then  
Stop: = true; 
     EndIf 
   EndIf While 
 EndIf While 
EndIf While 
If Stop then  
(1.) Output (“ X is not a KU-algebra”) 
Else  
   Output (“ X is a KU-algebra”) 
     EndIf 
End 
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